Vincentian priest, biblical scholar and human rights activist Michael Prior was Head of Department of Theology and Religious Studies and Professor of Bible and Theology at St Mary’s University College, Twickenham.

He was Executive Editor of *Holy Land Studies: A Multidisciplinary Journal* and co-founder and chair of Living Stones, an ecumenical organisation dedicated to promoting links between Christians in the Holy Land and Christians in Britain.

*Some reviewers’ comments on A Living Stone:*

‘The Bible, in its land tradition, is part of the problem, but the Bible also, in its Gospel message, is part of the solution—provided that people such as Macpherson and ourselves take up Michael Prior’s challenge.’


‘… a very challenging and necessary book. Duncan Macpherson deserves enormous praise and credit for the way he has painstakingly edited this book, bringing together a lifetime of work by Michael Prior. It is indeed a lasting memory to Michael and should be a constant challenge to all biblical scholars and students.’